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Abstract. Since a Bus Transit Route Network (BTRN) design problem leads to 
have multiple solutions in its nature, some meta-heuristic algorithms such as 
simulated annealing, genetic and tabu search algorithms have been developed in 
order to find a global optimum. Suggested approach for BTRN has been 
compared with the existing benchmark results. We have found that our solution is 
better than the other ones in some network parameters. 

1. Introduction 

A Bus Transit Route Network (BTRN) can be designed in terms of its set of lines and 
frequencies using meta-heuristic algorithms such as simulated annealing, genetic and tabu 
search algorithms. Since this problem is too complex, the existing studies have redefined 
this problem as a sequence of sub-problems: (1) Candidate Route Generation Part (CRGP), 
(2) Route Analysis/Evaluation Part (RAEP), (3) Route/Network Improvement Part (RNIP) 
(see, Baaj and Mahmassani,1990; Shih and Mahmassani,1995, Weifan, 2004 among 
others). In this study, we improve the existing bus network design procedure as the 
following three parts. The first, the CRGP includes candidate route set as the maximal flow 
path as well as an existing shortest path. The second, Meta-heuristic algorithms developed 
guarantee that a near optimal solution can be obtained in non-convex bus transit network 
design problem using bi-level program based on iterative optimization process. The third, 
the RAEP uses transit assignment considering transfers between O-D pairs depending on 
the configuration of transit networks and expected travel times after boarding as well as 
expected waiting time required for a route choice procedure. 
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2. Model Formulation 

Since the BTRN problem is a mixed combinatorial problem, it is usually NP-hard. It is 
possible to transform the original problem into bi-level problem classified as upper and 
lower level problem. Namely, the objective function of the upper level problem is to 
minimize the sum of user cost, operator and demand costs for the bus transit network. On 
the other hand, the lower level problem is the bus transit route choice and trip assignment 
assuming that transit travelers always attempt to complete his/her trip with an intention to 
avoid transfers, and have the least total travel time as the following formulation:.  
[Upper level] 
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[Lower level] 
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Notation: 
Nij∈  = Nodes(Bus stop); 
Rrk ∈  = Routes; 
Rtr ⊂  = Transfer paths that use more than one route from R; 

maxR  = Maximum allowed number of routes for the route network; 
N  = Number of nodes in the network; 
maxD  = Maximum length of any route in the transit network; 
minD  = Minimum length of any route in the transit network; 
maxf  = Maximum frequency required for any route; 
minf  = Minimum frequency required for any route; 
maxL  = Maximum load factor for any route; 
W  = Maximum bus fleet size available for operations on the route network; 
M  = The number of routes of the current proposed bus transit network solution; 
kD  = The overall length of route kr  
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krijd  = The bus travel demand between nodes i and j on route kr  
tr
ijd  = The bus travel demand between nodes i and j along transfer path tr  
ijTR  = The set of direct routes used to serve the demand between nodes i and j. 
ijDR  = The set of transfer paths used to serve the demand between nodes i and j. 

krijt  = The total travel time between nodes i and j on route kr  
tr
ijt  = The total travel time between nodes i and j along transfer path tr  
kf  = The bus frequency operating on route kr  
kt  = The round trip time of route kr  

)(sd ij  = The bus travel demand between nodes i and j on network designed by s 
)(sc ij  = The bus travel cost between nodes i and j on network designed by s 
)(sOk  = The bus operator cost between nodes i and j on network designed by s 
),( fRS = The bus network design variable composed of route set(R) and its frequency(f) 

)(sd  = The bus travel demand on network designed by s 
321 ,, ccc  = Weights reflecting the relative importance of three components including the 

user costs, operator costs and unsatisfied demand costs respectively 

3. Solution Algorithm procedure 

3.1. Feasible Solution Space 
Existing research is focused on optimal bus transit routes design based on shortest path. An 
optimal route may not be the shortest path but one that may take longer to travel but serves 
more transit users. Therefore, tradeoffs between travel time and service coverage must be 
considered in optimizing a transit network. 

• Shortest path(=Minimum Time): MT 
• Maximal flow path(=Maximum Demand): MD 
• Maximal flow path per Minimum Time: MDMT 
• Maximal flow path per Minimum Route Length: MDML 
• Maximal flow path per Minimum Cost: MDMC 

3.2. Upper level: Meta-heuristic for bus transit route optimal design 
A meta-heuristic algorithm: (i) control the execution of a simpler heuristic method; and (ii) 
unlike a one-pass heuristic, does not automatically terminate once a locally optimal solution 
is found. Thus, explicit termination condition must be set for meta-heuristic procedure that 
goes beyond feasibility or local optimality. We compared a solution searching efficiency 
(solution convergence and computing time) about each of three meta-heuristic methods: 
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genetic algorithm(GA), simulated annealing(SA), and tabu search(TS). 

3.3. Lower level: Bus transit route choice and assignment 
The Lower level is an analytical tool that can evaluate and analyze a bus transit network 
and the route frequencies. To accomplish these tasks, the lower level program employs an 
iterative procedure that seeks to achieve internal consistency of route frequencies. 
Furthermore, it uses transit assignment considering transfers between O-D pairs depending 
on the configuration of transit networks and expected travel times after boarding as well as 
expected waiting time required for a route choice procedure.  

 
Figure 1. BTRN solution procedure 

4. Numerical Experimental: Mandl’s transit network 
This network has been utilized by Baaj and Mahmassani, Shih and Mahmassani, Lee, and 
Weifan as benchmark problem to compare their results with Mandl’s solutions. In this 
section, we analyze which solution search algorithm is so fast converged in solution space. 
And we compared with optimal bus transit route sets. 
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Figure 2. Mandl’s transit network 

4.1. Solution search algorithm’s efficiency comparison 
A meta-heuristic algorithm has parameters that can decide on solution search convergence 
ability within a very large range. Several discrete values are chosen for each continuous 
parameter in all algorithms and the optimal parameter set is decided. Based on this optimal 
parameters, we compared with solution search efficiency: computing time and solution 
convergence ability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Solution convergence ability        Figure 4. Computing time ability 

4.2. Optimal bus transit route set comparison 
Suggested approach for BTRN is compared with the existing benchmark research results. 
We found that our solution is better than other the ones in some network parameters.  
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Mandl Baaj & Mahmassani Shih & Mahmassani Network 

parameters Mandl This 
Study B&M1 B&M2 B&M3 This 

study S&M1 S&M2 S&M3 This 
study 

0-transfer trips(%) 69.94 92.61 78.6 79.96 80.99 92.61 82.59 87.73 82.59 92.61 
1-or-less transfer 

trip(%) 29.93 7.39 21.39 20.04 19.01 7.39 17.41 12.27 17.41 7.39 
2-or-less transfer 

trip(%) 0.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unsatisfied trip(%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. of route 4 9 6 8 7 9 6 8 6 9 
Total travel  

Time 
(prs-min) 

219,094 195,287 205,646 209,318 217,954 195,287 225,102 221,390 225,102 195,287 

In-vehicle 
Travel time 
(prs-min) 

177,400 173,340 168,077 166,654 180,350 173,340 191,826 187,665 191,826 173,340 

Waiting time 
(prs-min) 18,144 14,944 20,920 27,064 22,804 14,944 19,726 24,175 19,726 14,944 
Transfer 

time(prs-min) 23,500 7,003 16,650 15,600 14,800 7,003 13,550 9,550 13,550 7,003 
Fleet size 

(veh) 99.3 200 89 77 82 200 87 77 87 200 
 

Table 1. Benchmark problem result comparison 
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